An analytical model for obtaining performance measures in multicomputer networks which use wormhole routing is presented. Unlike previous wormhole routing models, the model introduced in this paper is accurate and quite simple. The model is validated through it-level simulation experiments and is su ciently general to be extended for several networks, including k-ary n-cubes, and related routing paradigms, such as virtual cut-through. The value of this model is exhibited through its application to current networks to indicate cost-e ective augmentations which result in signi cant performance improvements.
Introduction
First generation distributed-memory multicomputers such as the Cosmic Cube 20] , used \store-and-forward" packet-switching methods for routing messages among the multicomputer nodes. The present generation of multicomputers are able to reduce hardware communication overheads of rst-generation machines by over two orders of magnitude by employing innovative routing techniques based on virtual cut-through 13] or its blocking variant, wormhole routing 3, 6] .
Wormhole routing is a pipelined, circuit-switching mechanism that is being used in several multicomputers such as the Symult 2010, NCube 2 and iWarp 17, 21] . It is particularly popular because it has a simple hardware implementation that can provide for highbandwidth communications, and also because there is little added delay for every \hop" a message needs to take under contention-free conditions. The second factor means that message latency is virtually independent of the number of hops that the message needs to travel if there were no contention for the communication channels. Unfortunately, wormhole routing has the blocking property characteristic of circuit-switched networks. Consequently, its performance degrades rapidly as the message tra c increases beyond some level as a high percentage of the messages get blocked before they can reach their destination. The other drawback of a blocking technique is the possibility of deadlock if the routing scheme is not appropriately constrained 6].
Several techniques have been suggested and/or implemented which augment the basic wormhole routing scheme to achieve performance improvements while maintaining a simple implementation of a routing element. For example, the links connecting the nodes to routing elements in the iWarp machine have a higher bandwidth than network channels 17]. This purpose of this addition is to remove any bottleneck that is imposed by these channels. The Torus Routing Chip (TRC) contains output queues which have a 4-it capacity 7]. While only one it bu er per channel is needed to implement wormhole routing, the output queues allow the time spent in waiting for a channel to be overlapped with the time spent in traversing another channel. Therefore, message latencies are reduced. Another suggested alternative is virtual channel ow control 10]. In this scheme, there are several parallel it bu ers (virtual channels) allocated for each physical channel, where the virtual channels are time-multiplexed onto the physical channel. This scheme reduces contention for resources and, thus, supports a greater throughput. Several adaptive wormhole routing algorithms have been proposed to improve message latency and network utilization in torus interconnection networks 4] . A good introduction to various aspects of wormhole routing can be found in 18] .
With such a diversity of schemes for augmenting the basic wormhole routing formulation of 6], a need for a robust analytical model has developed. Such a model would be useful for performance evaluation of existing schemes as well as for indicating where extra resources could be added to improve performance. Many papers have presented models for performance evaluation of multicomputer and/or multiprocessor interconnection networks 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15] . Following their analysis of virtual cut-through 13], Kermani and Kleinrock used a tandem queue model that incorporated the e ect of channel reservation in order to analyze circuit switching 14]. Another circuit-switching model was proposed in 5] , where the importance of contention rather than path length was emphasized. This model yields saturation estimates for binary hypercubes and meshes (no wraparounds) but does not apply to general k-ary n-cubes, networks with wraparounds which use virtual channels to ensure deadlock-free routing. This model also gives no measures for average message latency. Dally was the rst to propose a performance model for wormhole routing 8, 9] . He estimated the average waiting time for a channel under the assumption that a message waits upon the service completion of at most one other message before acquiring each channel. Since this approximation holds only for low-dimension networks or as the utilization approaches zero, his model becomes quite inaccurate for large binary hypercubes and high tra c rates. This result motivated Kim and Das 15] to propose a new model based on combinatorial arguments. This model is very accurate but is extremely involved and presents no closed-form solution for arriving at performance measures. Furthermore, the validation of the model is incomplete as most of the experiments performed do not include tra c rates near the saturation point. The models of 9, 15] are the only previous works which address wormhole routing. However, other models have addressed virtual cut-through routing 2].
In this paper, we present a relatively simple model for performance evaluation of wormhole routing in unidirectional k-ary n-cubes. Its simplicity results from its basis on wellknown queuing theory principles. Even though a message physically spans several intermediate nodes in its path in wormhole routing, a queuing model may be used in which each channel is regarded as a server whose service time depends on blocking in subsequent channels. Although the model presented is speci c to wormhole routing in k-ary n-cubes, the methodology employed in developing the model is general enough to be extended to other paradigms and networks, such as virtual cut-through routing and meshes. It should be noted that this paper addresses general unidirectional k-ary n-cubes, which contain wraparounds, and not bidirectional meshes. Also, the model presented applies to communication which predominantly consists of long messages, although it can be adapted to accommodate short messages. We rst present preliminary information, i.e., assumptions, in Section 2 and then describe the model in Section 3. Section 4 discusses simulation experiments conducted to validate the model. Suggestions for extending the model are presented in Section 5, with concluding remarks made in Section 6. A table listing key terms and symbols used in the model development is provided in Appendix A for the reader's convenience.
Preliminaries

Node Organization
Each multicomputer node consists of a processing element (PE) with local memory and a routing element (RE), as shown in Figure 1 . The system considered in this paper is an n-dimensional network with unidirectional channels. The channels are labeled, as indicated in Figure 1 , with an (i; j) pair where i speci es the dimension and j speci es the channel's position within the dimension. Thus, the range of i is 0; : : :; n ? 1 and that of j is 0; : : :; k ? 1. Observe that this scheme does not provide a unique label for each channel in the network. A unique label can be obtained by coupling the channel dimension with the PE label, where the PE label is given by n?1 X i=0 j i k i and the j i s correspond to the outgoing channels of the RE paired with the PE.
The RE physically has (n + 1) input and (n + 1) output channels, and connections between inputs and outputs are made through a crossbar switch contained within the RE.
Each node is connected to its neighbors via the n inputs and n outputs of the RE. The remaining input and output channel of the RE are used by the node to inject and receive, respectively, messages to/from the network. The crossbar switch of the RE is capable of simultaneously connecting multiple inputs to multiple outputs, given there is no contention among output requests. The injection and ejection channels are initially assumed to have the same bandwidth as network channels. However, later experiments provide for these channels to source/sink messages at a higher bandwidth, as is the case for the iWarp. The RE contains one it bu er for each incoming network virtual channel, where a virtual channel is merely a logical channel and multiple virtual channels may share the same physical channel. Virtual channels were rst introduced for providing deadlock-free routing in k-ary n-cubes 6]. The PE is assumed to have in nite bu er space for queuing up messages for the injection channel and receiving messages from the ejection channel.
Flow Control
Flow control within the network is based on wormhole routing. In wormhole routing, each message is segmented into small units called \ its" ( ow-control units) which are typically one or a few bytes long. A it can be regarded as the unit of a message which may traverse a channel in one time step. The rst it of a message advances along the route with the remaining its following in pipelined fashion. This rst it, called the \head", contains su cient routing information for a routing decision to be made. Therefore, only the head is processed at an intermediate node before the message is forwarded. If the head it blocks due to the unavailability of a channel, the ow control within the network blocks the trailing its.
Routing Algorithm
The path selection for a message traversal is based on the e-cube, or \left-right" (LR), algo- A slight augmentation must be made to implement deadlock-free routing in general kary n-cubes. Notice that deadlock cycles can occur within a dimension in k-ary n-cubes due to the wraparound channels. As suggested by 6], virtual channels are used to transform these cycles into spirals. All but two channels in a unidimensional cycle are broken up into pairs of virtual channels (refer to Figure 2) . A virtual channel pair is implemented by time-multiplexing onto the associated physical channel. Upon entering a new dimension (either from another dimension or an injection channel), messages are routed along the high virtual channels. Upon traversing channel c i;0 , messages then switch to the low virtual channels for continued routing in that dimension. This routing restriction coupled with the previously-mentioned dimension ordering is su cient for providing deadlock-free routing in general k-ary n-cubes.
Other Assumptions
Each node generates messages at a Poisson rate. This assumption is common in performance evaluation analyses and is needed to make the analysis tractable. Also, messages of constant length are used for comparing analysis with simulation results in Section 4. However, the model allows message lengths to be designated according to any probability distribution provided the mean and variance of message lengths are known.
3 An Analytical Model for Wormhole Routing in k-ary ncubes
We rst develop the model for binary hypercubes and then describe extensions necessary for accurately modeling k-ary n-cubes. There is much notation involved in the development of the model, and we de ne each term with its introduction. However, since these terms are spread throughout the model development, we have provided a listing of key terms and de nitions for quick reference in Appendix A.
Modeling Wormhole Routing in Binary Hypercubes
Observe that in wormhole routing on binary hypercubes, once a head it reaches its destination node, the network delivers the trailing its to this node at a rate of one it per time unit. Thus, to obtain message delay measures, one needs to observe delays encountered by the head it only. The time that a head it spends at each node of its traversal is the sum of two components: time spent waiting to acquire the next channel and one time unit to actually traverse the node. Assuming that requests for an output channel of an RE are processed in a rst-come rst-served (FCFS) order, queuing models can be applied to obtain measures for channel waiting times. In such a model, a channel and its associated bu er are regarded as the server, with the service time speci ed by the amount of time a message occupies these resources. This time is merely the sum of the message length and waiting times incurred for channels subsequently traversed. Note that this interpretation is possible even though the entire message is not present at an intermediate node or channel at one point in time, as it is in packet switching. The incorporation of waiting times for subsequent channels in this sum arises from the characteristics of wormhole routing and is critical for estimating degradation due to blocking. Also notice that the channel service times of a message overlap when messages span several channels. Given this framework, the issues which must be addressed to further develop this model are:
1. What are the channel equivalence classes?
2. What are the transition probabilities between channel classes?
We de ne a channel equivalence class as a set of channels which all have identical statistical properties regarding message tra c rate and service time. Clearly, the equivalence classes depend on the message tra c pattern. A tra c pattern which is commonly used for analyses is one in which the destination is chosen at random for a given source. (Some researchers have referred to this pattern as \globally uniform " 12, 15, 19] .) We use this tra c pattern as it is the most amenable for illustrating the development of the model. We discuss how to extend the methodology to other tra c patterns in Section 5.
For a tra c pattern in which destinations are selected at random on a binary hypercube, the statistical characteristics of a channel in a given dimension are identical to those of any other channel in the same dimension. For example, the average utilization factors of channels in the ith dimension are statistically the same, irrespective of the RE with which a channel is associated. However, the blocking nature of wormhole routing leads to a di erentiation among channels in di erent dimensions when e-cube routing is used 15]. This is because a message that blocks when trying to traverse an ith dimension channel may occupy some higher dimension channel but will not be using any lower dimension channel at that time. Thus, the blocking probability, and hence the average waiting time, decreases for lower dimension channels, even though the throughput is the same for all channels because of globally uniform tra c. Therefore, there are n + 2 channel equivalence classes for the binary hypercube (n classes for the n dimensions, 1 class for injection channels, and 1 class for ejection channels), and it is only necessary to examine the channel activity for one RE to characterize the entire system. Hence, the subscript specifying channel position within a dimension is omitted for the binary hypercube analysis. The transition probabilities between dimensions are de ned as the model is further developed.
In continuing this rationale, the multicomputer network is viewed as a network of queuing systems, where each channel is modeled as the server of an M/G/1 queuing system. Since a channel service time is based on message lengths, we use the M/G/1 model to allow for any message length distribution. For an M/G/1 queuing system, the average waiting time in queue is 16]
where is the mean arrival rate, x is the mean service time, and 2 b is the variance of the service time distribution. To approximate average latency, the following calculation is made.
where msgl is the message length, P tr(i) is the probability that c i is traversed, W ijtr(i) is the average waiting time for access of c i for messages which traverse c i , and C is the set of all channel equivalence classes in the network. Latency is de ned as the amount of time from the generation of the message at the source node until the tail it of the message is received at the destination.
To calculate waiting time for a channel, the mean arrival rate of messages ( ), mean service time x, and variance in service times are required. In calculating arrival rates, we assume that the mean departure rate of a channel is equal to the mean arrival rate to the channel provided the channel is stable ( < 1). Known as Burke's theorem 16], this property holds for M/M/1 queuing systems. Since this property does not hold for M/G/1 queuing systems, we later use correction factors to rectify.
We rst derive the message arrival rate for channels in a general k-ary n-cube and simplify the expression for binary hypercubes. Under a random destination pattern, messages arrive at all network channels at a uniform rate. The channel arrival rate may then be found by dividing the global summation of channel arrival rates by the number of channels in the network. The global message generation rate for a k-ary n-cube in which each node generates messages at a rate of node is node k n . The global summation of channel arrival rates is then node k n h a , where h a is the average number of channels (hops) a message traverses.
The channel arrival rate is therefore node k n h a nk n = node h a n
The average number of hops is expressed by h a = n k ? 1 2 k n k n ? 1 and is found by multiplying the number of dimensions, n, by the average number of hops taken per dimension, k?1 2 . Since the average n k?1 2 is based on k n possible paths and our experiments do not allow the generation of a 0-hop message, we include a correction factor of k n k n ?1 . The message arrival rate at any channel is then expressed as node net where net = k ? 1 2 k n k n ? 1 For binary hypercubes, this expression simpli es to net = 2 n?1 2 n ?1 (= 1   2 2 n 2 n ?1 , where the second term is the correction factor since 0-hop messages are not allowed). The generation rate node is equivalent to the injection rate unless the network is saturated. The minimum service time for a channel is given by the message length. However, using message length as the mean service time neglects the e ect of blocking on channels traversed subsequently.
We then formulate a mean service time (x i ) for c i which incorporates this blocking penalty
where msgl is the message length, P tr(j)jtr(i) is the probability that channel c j is traversed given that c i is traversed, W i;j is the average amount of time a message waits on c j given that it traverses c j subsequently to traversing c i , and the summation is performed over all channel equivalence classes j that are below i in the dimension order. Observe that this calculation holds only under the assumption that any path length is less than or equal to the length of the message which traverses it. For random destination tra c, this assumption stipulates that the length of messages (in its) is greater than or equal to the diameter of the network. The accuracy of the model worsens as the percentage of messages which do not hold to this assumption increases. For rare cases when this percentage is large, the model can be re ned by rede ning the term P tr(j)jtr(i) as the probability that the waiting time on c j a ects the service time of c i . For this case, this probability not only depends on the probability that c j is traversed after c i but also on the probability that the head it and one of the trailing its of a message simultaneously occupy c j and c i , respectively. This latter probability is determined by the message length and the Hamming distance between the nodes from which c i and c j emanate. For the remainder of the model development,
we assume all message lengths are greater than or equal to the network diameter. As an example, for a 256-node binary hypercube we assume message lengths are greater than or equal to 10 its (8 hops for the network diameter and 1 hop each for injection and ejection channels).
The main challenge in the model lies in accurately determining the time spent in waiting to access channels, namely the W i;j s. We tackle this problem by tracing back the path taken by a message. Thus, we rst consider the ejection channel c ej . The service time for this channel is simply the message length, and the arrival rate is node for non-saturated networks. Using Equation 1, we calculate W ej . Since message lengths are constant, the service time is deterministic for this channel, and the variance is zero. We now consider the channel which corresponds to the lowest dimension in the dimension order, namely c 0 .
The arrival rate for this channel is node net, as mentioned above. Equation 3 is applied to calculate the mean service time for this channel. The only channel which may be traversed after c 0 is c ej . In fact, P tr(ej)jtr(0) = 1; however, W 0;ej is not equal to W ej calculated in the rst step because of wormhole routing properties. Observe that a message which traverses c j after traversing c i will not physically incur a blocking delay on c j if the preceding message which traversed c j also entered c j after exiting c i . In such a case, the head of the second message must be following the tail of the rst message. Under the assumption that message lengths are greater than the network diameter, the head of the rst message must have already arrived at its destination, ensuring that the tail it progresses one channel per time step. Thus, the head it of the second message is guaranteed access of c j one time step after access of c j is granted to the tail it of the rst message. To adjust waiting times for c ej to allow for this characteristic, we must rst observe the tra c streams which account for message arrivals on c ej (see Figure 3) . The message tra c rate exiting channel c i and entering c ej is given by i!ej = node net 2 i i 2 f0; 1; : : :; n ? 1g:
This expression results because for random destination tra c on a binary hypercube, there is 1=2 i probability that a message which traverses channel c i (or dimension i) traverses no other channels (or dimensions). Notice that tra c exiting c 0 accounts for a net fraction of the tra c on c ej . The probability that a message exiting c 0 can block on c ej is then 1?net. This value represents the steady-state probability that a message traversing c ej enters the channel from some channel other than c 0 . This correction factor is needed to allow for the arrival rate which results from the nature of wormhole routing. This arrival rate at internal channels is not purely Poisson because of the property that no other messages can traverse a channel while the channel is blocked by a message. Thus, W i;j is expressed as W i;j = P bl(j)jtr(i;j) W j ;
where P bl(j)jtr(i;j) is the probability that a message may block on c j given that it traverses c j subsequently to traversing c i . The mean service time for c 0 is therefore given by x 0 = msgl + W 0;ej = msgl + (1 ? net)W ej
We now substitute this service time and the previously mentioned arrival rate into Equa- For the probability that a message may block on c ej , notice that messages traversing c 1 may either enter c ej immediately upon exiting c 1 or after traversing c 0 . Thus, P bl(j)jtr(i;j) is more aptly expressed as P bl(j)jtr(i;j) = X i k>j (P tr(k!j)jtr(i;j) P bl(j)jtr(k!j) ) ;
where P tr(k!j)jtr(i;j) is the probability that a message enters c j directly from c k given that it has traversed c i and subsequently traverses c j , and P bl(j)jtr(k!j) is the probability that a message can block when entering c j given that c j is entered from c k . We now have P tr(ej)jtr ( This procedure may be continued until the injection channel (c inj ) is reached. Notice that it is not necessary to calculate a waiting time (blocking delay) for dimension n ? 1 as the probability that a blocking penalty is physically incurred on channels in this dimension is zero for binary hypercubes in which the message length is greater than the diameter of the network. Again, this is due to the nature of wormhole routing and the fact that the only channel from which messages may exit to enter dimension n ? 1 is the injection channel. Acquisition of c inj ensures availability of c n?1 during the next time cycle, given that message lengths are greater than the network diameter. Thus, if c n?1 is in use, a blocking delay will occur at c inj , not c n?1 . Once all waiting times are calculated, the average latency is calculated using Equation In the above algorithm, N denotes the number of nodes in the network, and the temporary variables f j and e j are factors which are useful in calculation of blocking probabilities.
Extending the Model to k-ary n-cubes
The same methodology used in developing the model for binary hypercubes can be applied to general k-ary n-cubes. However, several characteristics of routing in k-ary n-cubes make the model quite a bit more complex. First, the channels of di erent nodes are not statistically identical because of ordering within dimensions. The arrival rate of messages and service time for a channel are functions of the channel's position within a dimension. Also, the analysis must be carried out at a virtual channel level. This characteristic complicates the model because the time required for one it to traverse a virtual channel can be greater than the amount of time required to traverse a physical channel due to the time-multiplexed manner in which virtual channels share a physical channel. Thus, the following issues need to be resolved before the methodology of Section 3.1 can be applied to k-ary n-cubes: 
What is the degradation due to the use of virtual channels?
We now discuss the e ect of these issues on the model in some detail.
By examining message tra c rates and service times for various channels, we develop the channel equivalence classes. First, consider the tra c rate on any physical network channel. This tra c rate was derived in Section 3.1 as node net, where net = k ? 1 2 k n k n ? 1 :
Since channels c i;0 and c i;1 of any dimension i (refer to Figure 2) are not broken up into virtual channels, this tra c rate is used in waiting time calculations for these channels. All other network channels contain virtual channels, among which this tra c rate is distributed. We now calculate the tra c rate for any virtual channel in the network by considering the routing of a message within a single dimension. Consider the physical channel c i;2 of Figure 2 . A message which enters a dimension (either by injection or continuing from another dimension) at Node 2 may exit the dimension at any one of k ? 1 unique exiting points. All of these exiting points require the message to traverse c i;2 . Similarly, k ? 2 unique exiting points for messages originating at node 3 require traversal of c i;2 . Extending this analysis, there are a total of k(k?1) 2 unique entry-exit pairs within dimension i which use c i;2 . In fact, this total applies to all physical channels. Of this total, there is only one entry-exit pair (namely, 0 ! 1) which uses c i;2;l . Therefore, i;j;h = node net ? i;j;l = node k n?1 (k(k ? 1) ? j(j ? 1)) 2(k n ? 1) for 2 j k ? 1. The tra c rates on the high virtual channels are further analyzed to determine the amount of tra c contributed by each source for the channel. Tra c on high channels may arrive from the injection channel, from without the dimension, or from within the dimension. These values are calculated as inj!i;j;h = node k i (k ? 1) k n ? 1 (i;j;h)new = node k n?1 (k ? 1) k n ? 1 i;(j+1)modk;h!i;j;h = c i;j;h ? (i;j;h)new respectively and are useful in calculating blocking probabilities. The injection rate is derived from the following reasoning. For a message to be injected into the network along dimension i, the message must not require traversal in any dimension j such that j > i. Also, there are k ? 1 equally probable numbers of hops which the message may make in dimension i and k numbers of hops the message may make in each dimension m such that m < i. Given that the number of dimensions m < i is i and the total number of possible destinations is k n ? 1, the above expression results. Similarly, the rate of tra c entering from without the dimension is found by observing that for a message which enters dimension i, there are k ? 1 numbers of hops the message may make in dimension i and k numbers of hops in all other dimensions. Notice that this expression includes the tra c entering from the injection channel as well as other dimensions. Finally, the amount of continuing tra c in a dimension for a channel is simply found by subtracting the amount of tra c which enters the dimension from the total amount of tra c for the channel.
From the arrival rate characteristics alone, (k ? 1) n channel equivalence classes arise because there are (k ? 1) distinct channels within a dimension and channels of di erent dimensions have di erent arrival characteristics also. However, properties which a ect the service rate of channels cause a higher number of classes to result. First note that there is only one source of tra c for each low virtual channel. Therefore, the only delay encountered on low virtual channels is due to the time-multiplexing of virtual channels and not due to contention among multiple arrival streams, assuming that message lengths are greater than the network diameter. If the delay due to the time-multiplexing of virtual channels is assumed to be constant, the analysis is con ned to the high virtual channels and physical channels which do not contain virtual channels. Service times for these channels are calculated in a manner similar to that of the binary hypercube model by incorporating the blocking times of channels subsequently used. Observe that a channel's position in its dimension greatly a ects this calculation. This service time is also determined from the positions of entry points to all lower dimensions as speci ed by the e-cube algorithm ordering. Since there are k possible positions in each dimension and a channel's service time is a ected by its position within its corresponding dimension as well as the position of entry points into all lower dimensions, there are k i+1 equivalence classes for channels in dimension i. By summing over all dimensions, we obtain the following number of equivalence classes for all channels in the network:
As previously mentioned, service times of channels are calculated in a fashion identical to that of the binary hypercube model with one exception. A it requires more than one time unit to traverse a virtual channel. Neglecting the e ects of other physical channels, the it transfer time for virtual channel vc 1 is the probability that a it of the message occupying vc 2 is being transferred given that vc 2 is busy. Note, however, that the it transfer time of a channel for a particular message is dictated by the maximum it transfer time of all channels on the message's path. We therefore assume equal arrival rates on virtual channels mapped to the same physical channel, i.e. vc 1 = vc 2 = node net=2, and approximate the it transfer time of all channels in the network by 1 + node net 2 msgl :
The raw service time of a channel (before waiting times of subsequent channels are added in) is then given by msgl (1 + node net 2 msgl) :
Note that we use the assumption of equal loading on virtual channels only for deriving the delay resulting from multiplexing between virtual channels requesting the same physical channel. We do not assume the delay in obtaining a virtual channel is constant. Indeed, this waiting time di ers signi cantly between physical channels, and even between virtual channels mapped to the same physical channel, because of blocking and channel ordering. Incorporating these changes into the binary hypercube model yields an analytical model for general k-ary n-cubes. The remainder of the k-ary n-cube analysis, such as calculation of transition probabilities between channel classes, is a straightforward extension of the binary hypercube model. (The analysis algorithm used for the k-ary 2-cube experiments described in Section 4 is given in Appendix B.)
Simulation Experiments
To validate our analytical model, we conducted several simulation experiments. The simulator is a C++ program that simulates message transfers in a k-ary n-cube at the it-level.
A simulation time unit (cycle) is de ned as the time required for a it transfer on a physical channel. Virtual channels are modeled fairly in that the it of only one virtual channel may be allocated the physical channel during one time unit. The simulator allows several input parameters: k, n, tra c rate, message length, etc.
For all experiments presented, the simulator was run with random destination tra c patterns. The results presented are the averages of several runs. For each run, statistics gathering was initiated only after warmup transient e ects became negligible. The length of the warmup period was determined through execution of pilot runs with varying warmup period lengths. This period length was then set to a value slightly above the minimum value for which extending the length had no e ect on the results. The results of two sets of experiments are now presented. In the rst set of experiments, channels from the PE to the RE have the same bandwidth as all other network channels. For the second set of experiments, the injection (ejection) channels are con gured so that they may source (sink) the tra c on n output (input) channels simultaneously. Thus, these channels contribute no delay component to the message latency because there is no contention for resources on these channels.
Uniform Channel Bandwidth Experiments
Experiments were conducted for several combinations of networks and message lengths. The results for average message latency versus tra c load for two binary hypercube cases and two k-ary 2-cube cases are presented in Figures 5 through 11 . Again, latency is de ned as the amount of time from the generation of a message until the tail it of the message is received at the destination. The units on the vertical axis are simulation time units. The unit of measure on the horizontal axis is the mean number of messages generated per node per simulation time unit. The range shown with the simulation results represents a 95% con dence interval.
In all cases, the simulation curves closely match those predicted by the analytical model, even when the network approaches saturation. However, some discrepancies around the saturation point are apparent. The values given by the model are slightly below those yielded by the simulation experiment at tra c rates slightly lower than the saturation point. Also, the saturation asymptote given by the model generally occurs at a lower tra c rate than that exhibited in the simulation experiments. The discrepancies can be accounted for by two approximations made in the model. The variance approximation made is not accurate because the value used for standard deviation is actually the sum of standard deviations of several distributions. Alternatively, the variance could be approximated by the sum of the variances of these distributions. However, this would imply that the variates are independent, which is clearly not the case since channel waiting times are interdependent, though modeling this interdependence is not straightforward. Another source of error is the correction factor used to model bursty arrival rates at channels due to the blocking property of wormhole routing. The queuing model which most accurately represents a channel is the nite-population queue with multiple arrival streams and di erent arrival rates. There is no closed-form solution for such a model. Alternatively, one can use a detailed Markov chain model. However, its complexity makes this approach impractical even for small values of n.
In contrast, our model yields reasonably accurate results, and its simplicity makes it very practical.
Experiments for n-Bandwidth PE-RE Links
The model given by the algorithm in Section 3 provides not only the overall latency but also the average waiting times at each channel. For binary hypercubes, the wait at the injection channel dominates all other waits. To obtain an intuitive understanding of this observation, consider the utilization factor = = of each channel. For binary hypercubes, the arrival rate of messages on injection and ejection channels is twice that on network channels. As shown by the model, the injection channel has the greatest service time (slowest service rate) of any channel. In fact, the utilization factor of the injection channel is more than double that of network channels, and it contributes the largest portion of delay to latency gures. Since the service time of the ejection channel is lower than that of any other channel, the comparison between the utilization factors of network channels and the ejection channel depends on the tra c rate. For low tra c rates, the ejection channel utilization is greater. Therefore, waiting delays at the ejection channel account for the second-largest portion of message latency for low tra c rates. To eliminate the injection/ejection channels from becoming bottlenecks in binary hypercubes, extra resources (bu ers) should be added at these channels. This philosophy was used in the design of the iWarp machine and serves as the motivation for the following set of experiments. However, for networks with k > 3, the tra c rate on network channels is greater than that on the injection/ejection channels. Thus, a greater performance improvement results by adding extra resources to the network channels rather than the injection/ejection channels. Such a philosophy is exhibited in schemes like virtual channel ow control 10] and MECA 11] .
To substantiate the arguments stated above, we conducted another set of experiments in which the injection (ejection) channels are capable of sourcing (sinking) the tra c on up to n output (input) channels of the RE simultaneously. Thus, these channels contribute no blocking delay to the message latency and are e ectively removed from the analysis. The results for average message latency versus tra c load for this case are also presented in Figures 5 through 11 . For the sake of neatness, the con dence intervals are not shown for the k-ary 2-cube cases, but the intervals are comparable in magnitude to those of the uniform bandwidth experiment. With added resources at the injection/ejection channels, these channels are no longer bottlenecks in the binary hypercube case, resulting in reduced message latencies as well as higher throughput. For large k, however, added resources at the injection/ejection channels are of little bene t for random destination tra c patterns, as indicated by the model and simulation results.
Extensions to the Model
The methodology involved in deriving the model of Section 3 allows it to be extended to cover other message transport environments. For instance, to model virtual cut-through routing with in nite node bu ers, all channel service times are set equal to the message length. The analysis is then carried out in a manner similar to that of Section 3. The model can also be adjusted for routing elements which contain multiple-it output queues, such as the Torus Routing Chip. The e ect of waiting times on channel service times is merely adjusted by an amount which depends on the length of the it queue. Also, extending the model for any network, such as a mesh, is a relatively simple task. Essentially, any tra c pattern on any network may be modeled with reasonably straightforward extensions to the model of Section 3. The only required operations are formation of channel equivalence classes, determination of message arrival rates and service times for each class, and calculation of transition probabilities between classes. These measures are calculated directly from routing algorithm restrictions and the probability function which controls destination selection. For example, another popular tra c model is the spherically symmetric pattern on a binary n-cube, where the probability that a given source-destination pair is h hops apart is a function of h only. This model includes the sphere-of-locality message routing given in 19] and results in n + 2 channel equivalence classes, much like the random destination pattern. However, the message arrival rate to network channels and transition probabilities between classes for a spherically symmetric pattern di er from those of the random destination pattern but may easily be calculated. To demonstrate the model's range of applicability, we conducted experiments for virtual cut-through routing and other experiments with exponentially-distributed message lengths. The results are shown in Figures 12 and 13.
Conclusion
We have presented a model for predicting network measures, such as message latency and channel waiting times, in multicomputer networks. Unlike previously presented models for wormhole routing, this model is rather simple and provides quite accurate results. The model has been validated through several simulation experiments and is general enough to cover a myriad of networks, tra c patterns, and ow control schemes. We have applied the model to validate some augmentations to preexisting routing schemes and plan to use the model further in this manner to indicate cost-e cient methods for obtaining performance improvements in current networks. Several interesting observations resulted from the development and application of the model. Although no queuing models with closed-form solutions exist for accurately modeling the physical activity of wormhole routing in k-ary n-cubes, standard queuing models may be used with slight adjustments to yield fairly accurate message latencies and network saturation points. These adjustments follow from straightforward observations of wormhole routing characteristics. The application of the model shows that higher bandwidth injection/ejection channels provide signi cant performance gains for binary hypercubes but are of little bene t in k-ary n-cubes for a moderately large k. net a value which when multiplied with node yields the message arrival rate on all physical network channels, assuming random destination selection P tr(j)jtr(i) the probability that channel c j is traversed given that c i is traversed P bl(j)jtr(i;j) the probability that a message may block on c j given that it traverses c j subsequently to traversing c i P tr(k!j)jtr(i;j) the probability that a message enters c j directly from c k given that it traverses c j subsequently to traversing c i P bl(j)jtr(k!j) the probability that a message can block on c j given that c j is entered from c k The following algorithm yields average message latency measures for wormhole routing in k-ary 2-cubes, where k > 2. The algorithm assumes the injection and ejection channels contain su cient bu ering so that no waiting time is incurred on these channels. This algorithm can easily be extended to accommodate higher-dimension networks as well as injection and ejection channels which contain only 1 it bu er. He is currently an Associate Professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of Texas, Austin. His research interests lie in the areas of parallel processing and arti cial neural systems, and he has over 50 refereed publications in these areas. Dr. Ghosh received the 1992 Darlington Award for best journal paper from IEEE Circuits and Systems Society.
